Systems Approaches to Understanding and Designing Allosteric Proteins.
The study of allostery has a central place in biology because of the myriad roles of allosteric proteins in cellular function. As technologies for probing the spatiotemporal resolution of biomolecules have become increasingly sophisticated, so has our understanding of the diverse structural and molecular mechanisms of allosteric proteins. Studies have shown that the allosteric signal is transmitted a through a network of residue-residue interactions connecting distal sites on a protein. Linking structural and dynamical changes to the functional role of individual residues will give a more complete molecular view of allostery. In this work, we highlight new mutational technologies that enable a systems-level, quantitative description of allostery that dissect the role of individual residues through large-scale functional screens. A molecular model for predicting allosteric hot spots can be developed by applying statistical tools on the resulting large sequence-structure-function data sets. Design of allosteric proteins with new function is essential for engineering biological systems. Previous design efforts demonstrate that the allosteric network is a powerful functional constraint in the design of novel or enhanced allosteric proteins. We discuss how a priori knowledge of an allosteric network could improve rational design by facilitating better navigation of the design space. Understanding the molecular "rules" governing allostery would elucidate the molecular basis of dysfunction in disease-associated allosteric proteins, provide a means for designing tailored therapeutics, and enable the design of new sensors and enzymes for synthetic biology.